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The blue print garden

The blue theme inspired by the blue poppy glade of the Reford Garden is 
declined into an experience of ecological blue prints! 
The discovery of little nature's treasures picked from the nearby woods of 
Métis i.e. leaves, branches, seeds...is then shown to the public on a big 
pinboard.
To catch the traces and edges of these treasures every visitor will have the 
opportunity to transform each fragile and fleeting element in to sun print paper 
sheets.
 
 

This project is distributed on a 200sqm. surface entirely covered of white 
nonwoven PP fabric foils - as a wide empty canvas of our memory to be filled 
with our colors - where raised flower boxes are planted with blue hydrangeas 
and bright green gunnera manicata.
Big leaves of gunnera manicata protect suspended recycled fruitboxes where 
dry leaves, little branches, seeds and flower petals are at the disposal of each 
visitor. 
A blue painted wood cabin is the center of the space providing Nature 
Print™ paper.
Following few basic instructions in 4 steps - signaled with pantographed relief 
numbers the public will create beautiful permanent photographic-like images 
without a darkroom, chemicals or expensive equipment. Simply placing the flat 
object on the paper and expose to sunlight.
 After a 1-2 minute exposure, the paper has to be sunken into water for a 
minute, then must dry. The exposed areas turn a rich blue, with unexposed 
areas remaining white and middle tones appearing as shades of blue.
Once the visitor takes the object to print he will use the workstation tables and 
chairs set in two different heights for the kids and for the adults to expose the 
Nature Print paper to the sunlight.
A series of plastic blue buckets filled with rain water are under the top for 
washing the paper sheets after the sun exposure in order to fix the image.    
 Two big blue painted pinboards covered by a wood structure allow each 
picture to be shown.  
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THE BLUE PRINT GARDEN -LAYOUT PLAN & ELEVATION 
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TEAM 
paolo emilio cassandro, architect
via g.b. niccolini 3e - 50121 -  florence - italy 
tel. +393491339678
e-mail pcassandro@gmail.com
http://cassandro.webs.com 
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2015-2008 : teaching ECO-DESIGN and INTERIOR 
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2003 - Fondazione Michelucci - Florence - Italy, Civil 
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Architect Giovanni Michelucci    
2015 -2002 - present : collaboration with Studio Simone 
Micheli - Florence - Italy
1975 - Borns in Florence - Italy

BLUE PRINT garden contributes to create an 
interactive open space where everybody could 
leave a trace of his own vision and experience!
The visitors will enjoy nature's little treasures in 
a real connection of plants with sun light and 
water!
The ecological print process is a moment to 
transform the forgotten detail of a garden in to 
an unforgettable work of art. 

THE BLUE PRINT GARDEN - INFOS

WELCOME TO BLUE PRINT GARDEN : 
* Explore the creative world of photo-grams by placing natural flat objects on the paper
* Images are permanent and can be displayed and stored like conventional photos
* Safe and easy for all ages to enjoy



examples of recent garden projects and installations created and assembled with success by architect Paolo Emilio Cassandro 

DITELO CON I FIORI/TELL WITH FLOWERS!
red inflated giant flowers are grown on bamboo sticks and welcome gigantic 
cotton paper butterflies to fly over and suggest visitors with provocative 
messages: random position of the flowers allow an endless tour through these 
marvellous and attractive petals.   

SMELLING COOKIES
inflated air chambers become confortable armchairs and pots for aromatic herbs: 
the garden theme is here translated into urban language with objects and 
materials taken from the post industrial production and brought to new life and 
contemporary value. visitors can relax liying on these big inflated cookies and 
enjoy the parfumed atmosphere around smelling and identifying each aromatic 
plant.   

castello paribelli - albosaggia - sondrio - italy 2008  cazzago san martino - brescia - italy - 2009

cazzago san martino - brescia - italy - 2009 collecchio - parma - italy - 2010


